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SECTION - A

Answer all questions in one or two sentences.

'1. What is Polymorphism?

2. Deline Dynamic Binding?

3. Write the syntax of for loop.

4. DefineConstructors.

5. What is meant by early binding?

6. Definehierarchicalinheritance.

7. Write a note on derived class constructors.

8. What is a pure virtual function?

g. Deline getlineo function.

10. What is an exception?

(10x1=10Marks)
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SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions, not exceeding a paragraph of 50 words.

1f How enumerated datatvpes are used in C++?J ''

12. Explain symbolic constants in C++.

19i "lnline functions improve performance". ls this statementJrue?
_/

1p. Explain the merits of using friend function. ,a

J;)a What do you mean by nested if Statements? -/
1r,/ Distinguish between formal parameter and actual paaylet.

!, Explain static member function tn C++? .z/
18/, What is a copy constructor?

'lg. A friend function cannol be used to overload the assignmEnt operator. Why?

?9( Explain how public derivation of inheritance happens?-zl

4{ srr," tn ottt.rent types of strea m classes. -.2/
22. Define setwo and setprecision0 manipulalor functions.

(8x2=16Marks)
SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions, in a page of 100 words.

23. _ What are the benefits of Object Oriented programming? , y'n

,i7Wn^t i" 
^n ^nay? 

How anays are implemented in C++? ,/

25. / Explainswitch..case with example- 7 
' -/

/
26. What is the difference belween lnline functions and macros?
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. 27. Write about the use and initialization of static data members.

28 How destnrctors are used? Explain the characteristics . of deskucjprs and
.-/ conslrrrctors v

2gJ Explain Function overloading. -/
30./ What are the different types of access specifiers? !,/J
31. Explain with a simple program in C++ showing the runtime behaviour of Virtual

functions-

sECTroN-D 
(6x4=24Marks)

Answer any two questions, not exceeding four pages.

€2. Which are the different loop control structures in C++? lllustrate with example.

33. Write a program to lllustrate complex number addition using binary operator
overloading. Use operator function as member function.

34. Write a program to illustrate how constructors are implemented when lhe classes
are inherited?

35. With an exampte explain in detail how exceptions are handled in C++.
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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